
 

7.3.1 

Portray the performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust 

within 1000 words. 

 

One of the missions of this institute is the socio- economic development of rural regions 

by producing highly talented engineers with social and human values. 

To accomplish this goal, the institute has initiated a higher education awareness 

program in a rural area. Simultaneously, the institute has implemented policies that prioritize 

practical experiences, emphasizing social and human values. 

 Higher education awareness program in a rural area: 

Many Students in a rural area has found reluctance towards higher education 

particularly toward technical education. They may have limited exposure to higher education 

opportunities. They may not be aware of the benefits and career prospects associated with 

pursuing a degree. Implementing awareness programs can help to spread information about 

higher education options. In this context, the institute organizes the following activities every 

year. 

 Spreading the information in rural areas: Interactive sessions are organized at schools 

and junior colleges providing information on various higher education options, including 

universities, and colleges. 

 Personal Counseling: one-on-one counseling sessions are organized to guide students 

and their parents to provide career guidance. assisting them in understanding the 

benefits of pursuing higher education. Their concerns are addressed 

 Scholarships and Financial Aid: students and their families are educated about 

scholarships, grants, and financial aid options available for higher education. 
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 Mock tests: Mock tests of entrance exams of various higher education courses are 

conducted for rural students to expose them to a competitive environment, building 

confidence, and developing good study habits. 

 Interactions with successful alumni: successful alumni or professionals from rural 

backgrounds share their experiences with students and serve as role models. Students 

get encouraged and inspired for higher education. 

 

By implementing these comprehensive higher education awareness programs, our institute 

encourages students of rural areas to pursue higher education and unlock opportunities for 

personal growth and socio-economic development. 

 

Community service programs in collaboration with parent organization PRMSS, chikhli.: 

To inculcate human values and social responsibility numerous community service 

programs are organized by the parent organization of the institute throughout the years. 

 Health checkup camp: every year on 12 th Sept and 1 st May health checkup camps are 

organized by PRMSS to promote community health and well-being. Students and staff of 

the institute volunteer for the program. Students gain valuable experiences that help 

them understand and appreciate the social value of community service. By interacting 

with patients and witnessing their struggles, students can develop empathy and 

compassion. 

 During covid pandemic  institute found an opportunity to inculcate the social values in 

students and train the students in professional ethics. Various social programs were 

organized by the institute in collaboration with  its parent  organization (PRMSS) . 

Institute made positive impact on community, conducted following community service 

programs. 

  Institute prepared the face shields by utilizing its own resources  and delivered free of 

cost to frontline workers.  



 Face masks sewed by female students at home and distributed to the community.  

  Manufacturing ( formulation) of sanitizer/ disinfectant Its free distribution to poor and 

needy people who cannot afford to buy.  

  Assembling the automatic sanitizer dispenser and providing it at free of cost or very low 

cost to various institutes, schools, and various organizations. 

 

 India was confronting with a severe second wave of the covid pandemic in April to May 

2021. The Covid care center was set up in campus. This region was facing a scarcity of 

oxygen. To cater to the need for oxygen, this institute along with various local 

organizations contributed together to set up of oxygen plant. The staff and students of 

the institute offered their services in the erection and commissioning of the oxygen 

plant and also ensured its smooth operations for the continuous production of oxygen 

with its maximum capacity. The cylinders which were lying unused in various hospitals 

due to minor damage were repaired at the institute and were made usable. 

 

 Water conservation rally: Water conservation rally ( Jal yatra) is organized every year on 

the occasion of Mahashivratri. Students of the institute participate and organize various 

events in rallies thus enhancing creativity and learning the social, professional ethics, 

collaboration, and teamwork. 

 Volunteering the local festivals: Distribution of free food and water to visitors for local 

festivals they learn the importance of being reliable, punctual, and accountable for their 

assigned tasks. Meeting these responsibilities cultivates a sense of duty, discipline, and 

ethical conduct. 

By integrating these two aspects (higher education awareness programs in rural areas and 

Community service programs) institute is playing a significant role in producing engineers from 

rural areas with good social and human values. Thus contributing to the socio-economic 

development of rural areas. 
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Report for MHT-CET Mock Test 2023 organized by AEC in College Campus 

 

As a part of Admission campaign 2023-24 and publicity of our college we have organized 

Mock CET Test 2023 at Anuradha Engineering college chikhli where we have got 

good response from Coaching class students and Faculties as well.  

The details of test conduction are as follows: 

Sr.  

No 

Place  Date & Time No of 

Students  

Coaching class name & Mob. Number  

1 Chikhli 23/04/2023 

11.00 – 2.00 pm 

317 1. Reflection coaching class Mehekar  

Mr. Bhagwan Tangade sir (9762973661) 

2. Sharad Pawar jr. College D. Raja 

Mr. Altaf sir (8805119619) 

3. Param Coaching classes D. Raja 

Mr. Deshmukh sir(9764200245) 

4. IFC coaching classes D. Raja 

Mr. Fuke sir(9641101010) 

5. Om Classes Buldhana 

Mr. Arun Saubhage sir(9960871569) 

6. Shisahi Jr. College Buldhana 

Mr. Lahane sir(8390354555) 

7. Vidhya vikas jr. College Kolwad 

Mr. Ambhore sir(8007234654) 

8. Vision Classes Buldhana 

Mr. Shaikh Sir(9860802303) 

9. IIT Cell Chikhli 

Mr. Ailani sir(9850362609) 

10. Sai coaching classes Chikhli 

Mr. Khandagale sir(9860311432) 

11. Avesh Coaching classes Chikhli 

Mr. Avesh Sir(9970743844) 

12. Patil Coaching classes chikhli 

Mr. Vishnu Avhale (8605070854) 

 

 Highlights: 

1. College Presentation was given supported by our college information brochure. 

Along with that various scholarship schemes, admission procedure details, Girls 
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Hostel facilities for SC students and other students, Shramik card Scheme and other 

facilities are conveyed to students.  

2. The database collected with the details of students like name, mob. No, category 

and CET form filled status. 

3. First 07 Students who secured good marks in Mock CET were given Prizes and 

Certificates. 

4. First Prize- Mobile Phone, Second Prize- Bicycle, Third Prize (5 Qty)- College 

Bags 

5. We will create the Whatsapp group of these students region wise and counsel them 

about admission for our college by all the way.  

 

 

Glimpses of MHT-CET Mock Test 2023 at Anuradha Engineering college chikhli 



 



 
 



 
Post designed for the publicity of MHT-CET Mock Test 2023 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

Prize distribution 
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Anuradha Engineering College,Chikhli. 

 

 
 

Mock test report 2020:- 
 In Anuradha engineering college chikhli we have organized MOCK CET 

TEST for the purpose of upcoming 12th class students to get knowledge about 

mock test. The organizing committee decided that all the students in 

Buldhana district studied in 12th standard should avail this facility of mock 

test 2020.  

The following coaching classes and colleges participated in MOCK test 2020 

1) Sure win academy, Buldhana 

2) Sharp coaching classes, Buldhana 

3) Science Square academy, Chikhli 

4) Gajanan coaching classes, Chikhli 

5) Sai ganesh coaching classes, chikhli 

6) Bondre study pattern, Chikhli 

7) Spark academy, chikhli 

8) Icon academy, chikhli 

9) Reflection coaching classes, Mehakar 

10) Rajiv Gandhi military school, Buldhana 

11) Rajmata Jijau Military school Girls, Chandai 

12) Param coaching classes, Deulgaon Raja 

13) Areen Academy, Chikhli 

14) ICF Fuke sir coaching classes, Deulgaon Raja 

15) Sharad Chandra pawar Junior college, Deulgaon Raja 

16) Kailaswasi Vijaymakhmale junior college, Malkapur pangara 

17) Dindyal Mahavidyalaya Deulgaon Raja 



18) Deulgon Raja High school Deulgon Raja 

19) Adrash mahavidyalay singaon Jahangir 

20) Samarth high school Pangari 

21) Sidheswar Junior college sultanpur 

22) Janata Mahavidyalaya Anjani(kh.) 

 

 

 

Test conducted in three phase, 

first and test conducted in Anuradha 

Engineering college, Chikhli dated 

18.01.2020 and 26.01.2020. Third test 

conducted in Sultanpur, 

Anjani(kh),Deulgaon raja and Singaon 

Jahangir dated 28.01.2020 and 

29.01.2020. Total number of students participated in Mock test 

2020 is 1560. Prize for this mock test was first prize Laptop 

Second Prize Desktops and third prize Samsung Android mobile    

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

          Prof. Nitin J. Wankhade 

                                                                                  Coordinator Mock test 2020 
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Students participating in blood donation camp 
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Sanitizer and sanitizer dispenser  manufactured and distributed during covid pandemic 

 

 



 

 



 
Local media coverage on various social activities during covid pandemic 

 

 



 
Covid vaccination camp arranged by institute 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Students and staff volunteered in setting up covid hospital and oxygen plant during deadly second 
wave  



 

 

 

 
Water conservation rally 
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